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Introduction

Companies are relying more and more on Artificial 
Intelligence (AI) applications in their day-to-day decision-
making. With the industry and business landscapes changing 
rapidly with emerging technology, business models, players, 
and partnerships, it is impossible for organisations to keep 
track of these changes using traditional static research tools 
or generic database services.

Knowledge Graphs enable machines to augment human 
expertise to make meaningful decisions and bring context 
to AI applications. Connecting datasets in a meaningful way is strategic for every business as 
it enables decision-makers, users, and, above all, computers to gain context on the existing 
knowledge of an organisation. This provides the basis for AI applications to reach their full 
potential as reliable solutions to address complex business needs. 

For enterprises to stay competitive in the current knowledge economy, it is crucial to manage 
knowledge efficiently and be ready for changes that might serve as a threat, or opportunity, 
to their business. 

Market Sense, built on Google Cloud, is an AI-
powered, market-sensing knowledge platform. It 
is our solution to staying competitive by providing 
real-time insights on trends, ecosystems, players, 
and customers to enable users to make timely and 
informed decisions on their strategy. 
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Primary benefits

Key features

Scenario 
development

Customer 
insights

Competitor 
benchmarking

Ecosystem 
deep-dive

Regulatory 
analytics

Proprietary Natural Language Processing (NLP) algorithm

Customised for industry domain with multi-language support

Well established pipeline from various internal and external data sources

Specific to industry and client, with alerts functionality

Highly scalable to new data, country and topics

Users subscribe only to information that interests them

Real-time data streaming

Customisable insights

Serverless architecture

Flexible business model

Targeted user personas

Chief 
Executive 

Officer

Chief 
Financial 
Officer

Chief 
Procurement 

Officer

Head of 
Sustainability

Head of 
Supply Chain 
Operations
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USE CASES
Deloitte proprietary NLP 
AI can be customised and 
applied to a variety of 
use cases to provide real-
time insights and steer 
dynamic decision making.

Market trend insights
Stay on top of the overall market & systemic trends 
and the latest developments in technology and 
business model for strategy & product planning
•  What is the overall scale, maturity & trends of a  
 topic in the specific country?
•  What is a new technology I should keep tracking or  
 invest in today?

360-view of new market entrants
Obtain a 360-view on any player in a certain 
domain or geography to inform Merger and 
Acquisition (M&A), investment and alliance strategy
•  Who are the major players? What is their profile 
 & ranking?
•  Who are they working with in their ecosystem?
•  Where is their geographic footprint?
•  What is their business expansion strategy?

Customer sentiment
Obtain dynamic insights on customer’s sentiment in 
different topics for accurate customer targeting and 
marketing strategy
•  What is the customer’s acceptance of a certain topic?
•  What is the customer’s motivation and concerns?
•   What is the customer’s preference of product   
  feature, purchasing channel & price sensitivity?

Risk and anxieties
Keep track of shifting risks on customer and corporate 
associate with new technology and new business 
models introduced
•  What are the customer's perceived risks and   
 anxiety with the new business model?
•  What number of risk events actually happened?
•  Who should be liable based on sentiments?

Regulation impact
Monitor changing government regulations and their potential 
implications on core business and new business models
•  What are the up-to-date regulations regarding a certain topic?
•  What countries have similar regulations?
•  What implication can we observe in those countries?

Competitor strategy
Real time monitoring of competitor investments, 
alliances, and new initiatives across domains to inform 
your own corporate strategy
•  What is my competitor’s overall investment/   
 alliance strategy?
•  What are their latest movements in a domain?
•  What is their overall sentiment in a certain topic?
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A look into Market Sense

The following visuals exemplify how a fictitious automotive organisation can use Market Sense to gather 
real-time insights on trends, ecosystems, players, and customers to make timely and informed decisions 
on their strategy. 

Market Sense enables organisations to look at aggregated datasets to visualise the market landscape 
and inform strategic planning and tactical execution against the competition.

Market Landscape
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This automotive company can search for the latest trends and competitor movements to be better 
informed of the latest developments in technology, business model changes, M&A activity, or regulatory 
changes in their market.

Leveraging the power of Knowledge Graph technology, and Deloitte’s proprietary models, Market Sense 
produces interactive graph networks to better visualise the relationships, trends, and continuous market 
movement across the industry. 
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Contact us
Get in touch to learn more about how Deloitte can help you 
unlock your competitive advantage with Market Sense:

About Deloitte
Deloitte provides industry-leading audit and assurance, tax and legal, consulting, 
financial advisory, and risk advisory services to nearly 90% of the Fortune Global 
500® and thousands of private companies. Our professionals deliver measurable 
and lasting results that help reinforce public trust in capital markets, enable clients 
to transform and thrive, and lead the way toward a stronger economy, a more 
equitable society and a sustainable world. Building on its 175-plus year history, 
Deloitte spans more than 150 countries and territories. Learn how Deloitte’s more 
than 345,000 people worldwide make an impact that matters at www.deloitte.com.

Chris Lewin
Executive Director, 
Deloitte Consulting 
Southeast Asia
chrislewin@deloitte.com
+65 6232 7128

Leonard Jayamohan
Executive Director, 
Deloitte Consulting 
Southeast Asia
ljayamohan@deloitte.com
+65 6232 7178
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